
technology  

healthcheck



75% of c-level executives say 
their company’s existence will 
be threatened if they fail to 
update their technology

3 main cases where healthcheck can bring the solution:

need for expert opinion / 

review / quality assurance

planned, or undergoing 

signi�cant tech change / 

migration

urgent tech issue

case A case B case C



need for expert opinion / review / 

quality assurance

Sometimes, there is no urgent need or tech issues customer is facing, but he “just 

wants to be sure”, that he is maximising the potential of given technology and “makes 

things properly”.  Our healtcheck provides comprehensive assessment on the project / 

product from tech, process and people point of view including comparison with 

competition and recommendation for next steps.

A signi�cant change of architecture, or tech migration requires always proper business 

case. Proper tech implementation is key element for the case ful�lment. Our healtcheck 

can be used as technical basis for change / migration project with gap analysis and 

recommendations for next steps, or migration strategy.

Slow Performance , scaling issues, or unstable environment are often issues, where root 

cause analysis can be non-trivial. Our tech assessment can be focused on particular 

part of your solution with the goal of root cause identi�cation and �x/solution proposal 

and/or its implementation.

Detailed and independent report on given software solution with very short time 

and hence low price the outcome of the healthcheck is detailed report with list of 

passed / partially passed and not passed checkpoints for not-passed items a 

solution proposal including expected effort needed to mitigate connected risks 

statistical summary on each healthcheck area presentation on most problematic 

parts including solution description.

planned, or undergoing signi�cant 

tech change / migration

urgent tech issue

case A

case B

case C

testimonials

added 
value

We liked the ableneo’s knowledge, 

�exibility and the speed of execution 

of the Liferay Healtcheck. The �nal 

presentation including summary and 

recommendations helped us to focus 

on the most important and critical 

improvements in our solution.

Jaroslav Vojčík 

Manager of Design of client processes 

department, ČSOB a.s.

ableneo Healthcheck helped us to 

identify our hard-to-maintain portal 

customizations, review their business 

value with our internal teams and 

setup the roadmap of Liferay 

solution.

Andrej Kružic 

Head of architecture, O2 Czech Republic


